
Specialized Editing, Capturing (Niche)
Camera51
Android 4.0, iOS8+ free
for improving compsitons of your stills by analyzing the subject and 
finding its sweet spot. You may disagree with it, though

Lifecake
Android 4.0+, iOS8+, free
documenting the growth of your child, arrange by your child’s age
print out books through their website or upgrade for full storage

Camera MX
Android 2.3.3+, free
photo and video editor, capture
Shoot the Past mode, enables you to capture a few seconds of footage 
just after you’ve captured your shot, view your Live Shot as an 
animated photo and share it with friends, or rewind and select and 
save moments as individual photos.

Photo Touch Blur
Android 2.0+, iOS8+, free
this has a precise and subtle blur effect, can alter intensity and zoom 
in for accuracy

YouCam Perfect
Android 4.0+, iOS7+, free
excellent portrait-fixer, can add filters, erase blemishes and adjust 
skin tone, better selfies

Hyperlapse
iOS7+, free
from Instagram, takes app with iPhone one steps further with improved 
stabilization, great for long videos

Photo Color Effect
Android 2.2+, free
feels like it gives you more control, add colour or turn images 
monochrome just by brushing your finger on the screen

Rookie
iOS7+, free
you can see your chosen filter effect will appear as you 
take your photo 
powerful editing features, has textures, light leaks and 
anti-shake for camera mode
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PhotoMate R2
Android $10.33
RAW image editing
Noise-Reduction, Sharpening, Clarity, Curves, Vibrance, Lens-Corrections
Non-Destructive, revert back to your original and export Full-Size, JPG, 
TIFF

ProCamera8
Android 2.0+m iOS8, $6.99
takes HDR to the next level, most colourful camera setting 
on any app and a great night mode
worth investing in if serious about smartphone photography

Camera Noir
iOS6+, $2.99
for moody imagery, shoot in mono or convert existing images
range of filters and borders
Professional and amateurs

Average CameraPro
iOS6+, $1.39
the app takes a number of pictures, works out the average 
qualities of each and then uses it to produce the best result
great for capturing low-light situations but best to have your 
iphone on a tripod or something solid because of the long 
exposure times

B&W Lab
iOS6+, $1.99
convert images to black and white 
with film presets and channel 
tweaking, tone curve, 
shadow/highlight and film grain 
controls
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